
I, the undersigned, hereby as owner of the SOFTWARE  collectively known as ZELDA CLASSIC, including but not 
limited to the ZQUEST game editor, the ZELDA CLASSIC (a/k/a/ ZQUEST CLASSIC) GAME PLAYER, the ALLEGRO 
DAT FILES, the GAME ASSETS FILES, the ZCL launcher software, and other components of all of the above 
(hereafter "ZC"), and as owner of ARMAGEDDON GAMES (hereafter "AG"), hereby immediately TERMINATE 
THE GNU PUBLIC LICENSE VERSION 3 (hereafter "GPLv3")  in use by the following people: 
 
ROBERT VENEZIA, (a/k/a "EMILY VENEZIA", a/k/a "VenRob", a/k/a "EmilyV, the latter two being past and 
present usernames on the PureZC.net forum, and on the Discord chat service on the PureZC Discord server, 
the AG Discord server, and other Discord servers related to use and development of ZC), a former developer of 
ZC. 

JOSHUA FITZGIBBON (a/k/a "Dimentio", a/k/a "Deedee", the latter two being past and present usernames on 
the PureZC.netforum, and on the Discord chat service on the PureZC Discord server, the AG Discord server, 
and other Discord servers related to use and development of ZC), a former contributor to ZC. 

CONNOR CLARK, (a/k/a "connor.clark", the latter being past and present usernames on the PureZC.net forum, 
and on the Discord chat service on the PureZC Discord server, and other Discord servers related to use and 
development of ZC)., and owner of the website https://hoten.cc/, a former developer of ZC.  

I am executing this LICENSE TERMINATION per the provisions of GPLv3 §8¶1, which states: 

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt 
otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License 
(including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11). 

The authorized methods of PROPAGATION and CONVEYANCE are covered in GPLv3 §4, and GPLv3 §5, and 
GPLv3 §6. In all definitions under the GLPv3, the license only permits the entity CONVEYING or 
PROPAGATING  a work to do so with a copy of the work: It does not permit the licensee to remove, move, or 
otherwise modify a MASTER CODE BASE  to a location controlled by another entity; theirs being located 
at: https://github.com/ZQuestClassic. 

As the three above named licensees did on, or within 48 hours before the date of September 14th, 2023, 
REMOVE THE ORIGINAL CODE REPOSITORY for ZC from the control of AG and placed it on a GitHub service 
page exclusively run by them. 

They have broken the allowed methods of CONVEYING ZC, and are in MATERIAL BREACH of the GPLv3 license. 

We kindly request that you return the repository to our organization on GitHub. This action would help rectify 
any potential violations of the GPL-3.0 and allow us to continue our collaborative development efforts on this 
project. 

-- 
 
Jarrod Woerner 
Founder, Armageddon Games 
PO Box 654, Blacklick, OH 43004 
https://www.armageddongames.com 
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